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*Note on the Cmtrnctitm of the Map o j the Britid Hbduyun Frontier in Kumaon and G a r A d , by Lieut. H. STUACHEY.
My map is bssed on the Indian A t l a , Nos. 65 and 66 ; the cig
Himalayan parts of which, being the result of Mathematical S n v ,
I have copied exactly, with the following alterations and additions :
1. Some alteration made about the extreme north-eastern KBli in
Byhe, the original being decidedly wrong.
2. Other occasional defects in the positions of small streams, dhge5,
kc. here and there amended, from observation or information.
3. Glaciera inserted in many plscee r these for the most part show
the general position merely as derived from information or diitant view ;
approximation to the true size or figure being attempted only in the
Gori Glacier above Milam in Jwh, from personal inspection.
4. Entry from information, of sundry inter-Himdayan passes betwear
the several Alpine valleys of Kumaon : tbere are doubtlees many more
of these remaining to be mapped in northern Garhdl.
5. All elevations of places to be found in Capt. Webb's book, reduced
to sea level by the addition of 87 feet for the (supposed) height of his
Calcutta comparisons above the 13ea; and the mean of all measurements
given where more than one is recorded for any place. I have also got
elevations of one or two places on the Alpine and eub-Alpine Kdli (neither in Webb's book, nor in the map), from Vol. XII. A s i i c Researches, adding 72 feet for correction of the starting point from which
they were deri~edtrigonometrically in Webb's survey.
6. In south-eastern Jwb, I have marked in the map the Rdlsm
valley, with the Pass from upper Jwttr, Barjighw-Dhura : the village of
-,
and the river down to its confluence with the Gori at the
entrance of Muneh6ri : in northern Jwh details have been given of the
intricate passes into Tibet.
The last mentioned additions to the maps of the '' Indian Atlas" are
mostly from my own observations, in June, 1846, which, though
unaided by emeying instruments of any sort, will give an idea of the

* Thin map, a part of which only has been reduced to i l l o s h b Lieat. Strrc
chey's Journal, will be published hereafter, bat it wemr dasirable that these mmukn on ita construction ahould be printed with Lieat. Stnchej'r other papen.
-ED&

ground preferable to the total blank left by the surveyors. I have
obtained the elevations of a few places on the route from Bhuni to RBlam and h m Milam to the Unta-Dhura pass, from the Barometric
measurements given by Manson in Vol; XI. (part 11. 1842, No. 132,
Article 111.) Asiatic Society's Journal, which, being without any comparison, I have reduced in a manner similar to that adopted for my own
boiling observations. Manson makes his own measurement of UntsDhura "about 17,500 ft." but, according to my computation, it is not
less than 18,200 ft. and the latter elevation agrees much better with
my own penanal experience of the pass and adjacent places, as also with
Lieut. Weller's boiling observations.
I have also availed myself of the account given by Lieut. Weller (in
Asiatic Journal, No. 134, 1843) of hie journey to the Balch pass in May
and June 1842, but his boiling observations were far too loosely conducted to give any t h i in the ahape of certain measurement for the
elevation of places.
The most probable mitake here and there; doubtlese must be much
error, is in the longitude of Laptel and the Balch p w (as also Chirchun,
&c.) which should, perhaps, be a mile or two further west, so as to
make the Balch route to Dungpu more direct than that by Shelahd
Sakh, kc., as the Bhotias declare it to be. I was not sufficiently aware
of this till my map was past further correction, but the fault may easily
be remedied in another copy. I t will be observed in this quarter that
I have made the British frontier include a good deal of ground unexplored and omitted by the surveyors: the valley of Laptel being so
much more open and accessible to Gnari than to Jw6r or to Painkandq
it seemed questionable whether it did not belong to Lhassa, but I have
allowed its place in the boundary map to be decided by the flow of its
water into Painkanda, so as to advance the British frontier to the crest
of the Balch mountains and the low pass into Shelshel : the value of
the gmund itself is little or nothing to either party. Lient. Weller
then penetrated not "three day's journey into Chinese Tartary" (as a
certain "pilgrim" eupposed) but jnat up to the frontier line ; Laptel has
been visited by two or three other Englih travellers, but for venatic
rather than geographical purposes.
Between the Jwir passes and upper Painkanda the map is compiled
from the best information I could get of the Jwsvi Bhotiaa. The
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Girthi valley has been once explored, I believe, by Manson and Irving
in 18- ? but without any record of results thRt I am aware of. My
accounts of the Hoti valley between Laptel and Niti were rery obsmn
d contradictory, and in this part of the map there nmy be great error1
The central part of Munehari is atudded with a multitude of smdl
villages and hamlets, the spring and autumn reaidence of the Jvei
Bhotias, not half of which are shown in the Atlas No. 66. I ham
endeavored to mpply the defect from information, and my map shorn
the approximate position of nearly all these places, but they are eo
crowded together that I was f o e to omit the names of many of the
hamlets.
In the trane-Himalayan part of my map, I have copied all of the
Indian Atlas No. 65, which ahowa the explorations of Moorcroft and
Hearany in 1812, taken, I believe, from actual rough Survey of H w say's, though not so acknowledged on the map, and the +tiom
there
sasigned to Oartokh and all the principal villages, rivers, (kc. in the
route of those travellere, remain unaltered up to longitude 81°, saving
the direction of a stream here and there, which I had reaeon for knowing to be otherwise. East of that longitude, where the Atlas No. 65
terminates, is the d t of my own explorations now recorded, including the lakea with the detaila of Kaib, and Gbngri, the eastern and
eouth-eaatward sourca of the Sutlej, the sources of the H a m a M+
monangli, and the valley of Pruang, with its numerow villages. My
survey waa a very rough one, made with pocket cornpaas (Smdchdh)
and a watch : I took bearinga of my course here and there, as I obaersed
any particular change of dim$on, aa also of Kdas, Momonangli, h,
from many different points, and I estimated my distancee from noted
timea by supposed rate of progreaa according to nature of p u n d : from
the road distances thus computed (at very moderate rates) I d e
liberal deductions for the map profmction, so that my errom are, I
trust, alwaye on the aide of diminution rather than exaggeration. As
even theae rough methoda of observation were often interrupted by night
marches, Bc. the mrvey is, of course, inaccurate in many respects; but,
at the wont, I suppose that the place which I have aseigned to Kdk
the furthest extremity of the survey, lies within a circle of 5 milea *
dim, described aboutthe true po&ion, and other parts pccordh$yKailb and Momonangli were placed from the average of a numbend
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intenrectione. In such rugged country no g o d flying-route survey is
poesible without constant latitudes : I regret that I had no instrument
for getting them. I ascertained the deviation of my compass by beari n g ~of the principal peake of the Kumaon snowy m g e taken from
Binear (a high mountain near Almorah) compared with the protraction
of the m e upon the A t h No. 66. This gave an average of some 3f0
esetern declination, which I was obliged to apply to my survey of the
lakes, &c. as I could get no means of checking my compass on the spot,
in the whole course of my route from Almorah to Kbne;ri; however
imwumte thie process and its result may be, it is good enough to match
the other operations of my survey.
My topography of Prnaog from a nocturnal mrvey and bad information is far from perfect ; some of the villagea given in Angil's list are
wanting, md the place of others doubtful, but it will give a fair idea of
the position of the four principal places, Kardam, Taklakhar, and Jidi,
the three E h r and Kajarh (Kocharnatti), of which the second Khar
only is exhibited in previous maps under i t . Hindustani name of " Taklakot," and all the rest superseded by names and places purely fictitious.
I t will be observed that in the trane-Hiklayan part of my map
(ss also east of the Kali) I have given a rough representation of hills
and mountains over exteneive tracte of country which the Atlas (65 and
66) leaves all blank. These delineations of the mountains of Gnari,
are such as I could make from partial and distant views, with scarcely
any data for details or true positions of ridges, kc., but I thought it best
to adopt this method, however inaccurate, because the other, contrasted
M the blank is with the vivid representation of the cis-Himdayan mountains, tends insensibly but forciblly to convey the still more erroneous
impression of a vast continuous plain on the north eide of the pawhereas the face of the country of Gnari is, for the moat part, extremely
mountainous.
I t would have been interesting and useful (and may still be so, should
the wanting material be hereafter forthcoming) to compare my delineation of the lakes, and adjacent places, Gangri, LC. with Hearsay's map
of the same, but I have not been able to tind any authentic copy of the
Uter, including the parts eset of longitude 81°, which lie outaide of the
A t h No. 65 ; the last mentioned map does indeed show thenorthweatern part of Mun Tal, with an etUuent falling into the Sutlej be-
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tween Tirthapuri and Kpnnlung, but' this at least, I have proved to be
quite wrong, no part of the lake extending so far west, and the river in
question being properly the -a
Ybnkti, rising in the Byhn Him&laya. In order to make this part of Hearsay's (7) map unite with my
own, I have been o b l i i - t o bend down the portion of his route next
east of Tirthapuri 2 or 3 miles to the southward, so as to enter the
Gangri valley south of E l B a and Ihchin, and the riven crossed by
this ronte have been similarly adjusted to meet the Lajandak Sutlej.
In other respects Heamay'a map, as also Moorcroft's narrative, agreea
very well with the information I have received from the Bhotias, and I
have been able to identify many points of the route of those travellers
with the Bhotias' descriptions. In the hilly ground beheen the Sutlej
and Gartokh, I have merely had to insert the names of a few streams,
encamping-places, LC. in Gugi, i. e. the valley of the Sntlej ; I hare
added rome v i l l a p and hamleta snd corrected the names of others previously mapped, together probably all that exist (and more than are at
present inhabited) from Mangnang eastward, many villages in Gangri
were ruined by the plunder of the invading Sikhs in 1841, and have
since been deserted. I could not get so much information about the
county west of Mangnang, and the mapping of that part is compamtively defective, but I have obtained a material correction for the ourne
of the Sutlej there, and the position of Tholing, hitherto wrong on dl
maps.
All the routes in Gnari, with the several encamping-places on them,
are the result of most minute inquiries, where not pereonally explored.
The road from Laptel vi& Shelshel to Dungpu, and thence back to
Jw6r by Chirchoon, I explored myself in June last, 1846, without mtveying instrument however, and the present d& of it is subject to the
possible correction suggested for the positions of Laptel and Balch, (&.
a mile or two more westward.) For the routes on information, I am
indebted chiefly to the wig Bhotias (particularly to the family of the
Pa*
of Milam) who so far surpass the others in intelligence that I
learned more fkom them about the lakes and Pruang than from tbe
B y h i e , whose constant resort is to thoee places, and thene par& of my
map are perhaps as correct 8s they could be made without personJ
exploration.
A epsrate paper, accompanying this, gives all requieite p u t h h

regsrding the determination of the elevations of places on my j o m e y
to the Uea,which are entered on that part of the u p .
My orthography is always after the system of S
i
r W. Jones, and the
h t i c Society, but for Hunia names it followa the simple Hindustani
pronunciation of the Bhotiss, and not the complex Tibetan spelling,
which can only be mastered by a critical knowledge of the language.
I have had to ascertain de novo and re-write most of the names of
places given in the Indian Atlaa, the mistakes of which surpass belief:
those which I have now given are, I hope, tolerably correct for most of
the places in Kumaon and in Gnari, but I had not equal opportunity
for revising those of G a r h d .
In my map I have made and explained the distinction between agricultnral villages and mere temples und monaateriea, places permanently inhabited and mere encamping-grounds, and all other requisite discriminations, the neglect of which simple but necessary details, together with
the abominable kakography of names, has much impaired the value of
the sheets in question of the Indian Atlas.
!I%eseparate sheets ofthe Atlas (Nos. 65 and 66 at least) though
with scales, margins and other marks of completeness, omit to state
their scale referred to a known standard, and their mode of projection.
I had no access to authentic information on these points, till after the
completion of my own map, and the latter was dram, from one or two
old copies of the Atlas, the paper of which had lost its proper size and
shape, 80 that my scale is 25 miles to 6 inches, the nearest Aliqout
measure that I could find to my originals, instead of 4 miles to one
inch, as it should have been. My map differs from the Atlaa also in
its graticule, being on the conical development, which I adopted for
ite facility of execution (being without proper drawing btmments) end
in ignorance of the projection applied to the Atlas. The latter I have
since fonnd to be based upon the most scientitic elaboration, emanating
from high authority, notwithstanding which it is palpably inferior to
the simple geometrical procese of the conical development, both in
theoretical accnracy and in facility of practical application. My copies
of the Atlaa, sheeta 65 and 66, gave the length of the meridional arcs
eeneibly in excess of the truth (like the Tables of Baily) ; in my map
I have reduced them to the lengths given in the tables of Pearson, kc.
(&r Lambton). In other respects however my map does not pre-
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tend to any accuracy of execution, for which I had neither the requisite
mechanical appliicea nor s d c i e n t time, but dl the cis-Himblaytm
part of it traced from the Indian Atlas is quite correct enough for p m
tical purposes : the ha-Himillayan ground, nowhere fully explored
or accurately m e y e d , is of course open to much correction.

Description and AnalyaM of a large maas of Meteoric Iron, frorrr fAe
Kurruekpwe hills, near Monghyr. Presented to the Museum of fh
daiotic society, by Captain W.S. SEERWILL,B . N . I . By HENRY
PIDDINGTON, Curator Museum Economical Geology.- W i t h two
Plates.

The Muaeum is indebted for thia magnificent specimen to om valued
member and active contributor, Captain W. 8. Sherwill, of the Revenue
Survey.
Upon his fimt visit to the Museum some months ago I showed this
gentleman amongst our mineralogical treasures and cnrioaitiea, the h e m
lites, m d next to them our specimens of meteoric iron, upon which he
remarked that he had a large lump of iron "of somc kind" which had
been found in the Rajmahal hills " a good deal like that." I begged
of him forthwith by all means to send me at leaet a specimen of it,
which he did, and my conjecture (from hie account of its qualities, such
as toughness, LC.) that it might prove a mass of meteoric iron, were.
after some baftling in the research which mineralogical chemists will
understand from the chemical detaila which follow, was crowned by
indubitable proofs that it was so ! Captain Sherwill, when recently here,
at my request desired a friend to send the whole mass down, and the
Society now possesses this most valuable specimen, which I proceed first
to describe ae to locality and physical properties, before detailing my
examination of it.
Locality.
Captain Shetwill's note is 8s follows :
" TAe accompanying mauu of iron, s u p w e d to be of meteoric otigir,
waa found i d e d d e d in t k soil on the top of tAe foreatztad K m k pore AiUI near Monghyr. It had been e x h e d and wor&$pd for
many years by t k hiUmen."
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2 Ditto,
3 Junnoo
4 Ksbroo
5 Powhnnry
6 D. 2,..
7 Pundeem,
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9 Black Rock,
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11 Chola,
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22,015
19,242.10
17,556.9
19,139.2
17,319.5
14,509.2

Thibetan Mountain.

Chumalari,

..............................

23,929.2
Your'e truly,
A. CAXPBELL,M.D.

Darjeeling, Noa. 23rd, 1848.

&tract ofa Istte~fnnr,Lieut. R. Strachy, Eq9kct8, (comw&&d
by the Hon'ble Mr. Tao~ason.)

I just write a few words to let you know that we have come M
from Tibet. We returned here yesterday, having got along witbont agl
difficulty any where. We left thia on the 2nd, aa I before wrote to
you, and got over all the passea on the 7th into the " tabl~land." We
halted the 8th, and on the 9th got to the Sutlej, eome miles belcnr Byunghing. Thence we returned back. towards the muthern edge of
Rakaa Tal, reaching Gyanirna, or Nimakhan, on the 12th. On the 14th
we got within sight of Rakaa Ta1,and encamped near its muthern hn.
On the 15th we went on towards Manaearowar, which we reached g
the 16th, encamping about a mile or m below Tu-Cfamba, the m o q
at the efauent from the Lake ; we went up to look at the outlet, which
was quite unmistakable. The opening ie in an elevated beach, .od
might perhapa be overlooked when the lake was low. The beach of w&&
I talk ia rather curiow, being evidently the effect of the mvea of the
lake, and raised perhapa 6 or 8 feet above the level of the wakr on OM
ride, and of the low ground outaide the beach on the other. T h e
beachea are common to both l a b , and are, I mppoee, the d of the

frightful winds that blow there, of which we had most freezing examplea. I never felt any thing like the wind (excepting at sea) either for
cold or intensity ;it was absolutely frightful. On the 17th we returned
from Manasamwar ; on the 19th we crosaed over into the valley of the
Kamali, up which we came, passing Lama Choktan on the 23rd, and
arrived at the foot of the passes at Chirchun on the 24th. The next
day we came over the paases, three in number, of which Unta Dhura is
the lowest. The hiihest ridge crossed will probably be upwards of
18,500 feet above the sea.
From the accident to my barometer, I can't give even any approximation to heights yet-i. e. until I make comparisons with the baroe
meters left here, which I hope to do in a day or so.
The main results of our visit to Tibet are to see that the plains are
very evidently produced by Lakea or Sea. The great mass of them
being perfect gravel to a depth of 800 or 1000 feet, to which extent the
great ravinea cut into them.
The part of the country towarda the long lake of Oyanima, seeme
to have been much more recently under water than the other, and in
#act appears to be in many places even now imperfectly drained and
subject to flood. The whole of the country from the lake of Gyanima to Bakas Tal, and along almost the whole of the southern edge of
the latter, is a great eruption of volcanic rock, and the bar between the
lakes is probably also caused by this trap eruption, as it consiste of
gravel (exactly such aa now exista in the lakes) to a height of 6 or 800
feet above the present level of the water.
With some difficulty I got an observation of the elevations of K y h
and Gurla, from which I hope to get a decent approximation to their
height. The dreadful wind almost etopped me altogether-blew away
both ends of the tape ueed for measuring a base for me to work upon,
and prevented any thing like real accuracy.
The valley of the KarnBlh, Pruaug, LC. is also certainly part of the
same great deposit of gravel as the rest of the plain to the westward.
The country generally is more hilly than I had anticipated. The
plain more flat, in fact perfectly so, with hills rising abruptly from it.
The plain seems to run along the northern foot of the Himalaya, the
Sutlej apparently having hiUs along its southern bank d l down ita
course as far as we saw.
4 a

We found none of the recent foesib of large animals, of which I
have got indifferent specimens from Bhotias which I had hoped to ax.
They seem to come from mow to the westward. An almost unlimited
rnpply of fossil she& may however be got on the paesea into Tibet, md
m e apecimena I have got from 18,000 feet at leaat, probably higher
"P.
In the latter part of our trip the thermometer has been .s low as 15
or 1 6 O at nunrise--but it beaune rapidly colder at last, and we b e f a
suffered more from the violence of the aun than from cold.

Tibetan !&pe of Mankind.
T o the Secretark of the Asiatic Society 04BengaZ.
GENTLEMEN,-T~~
accompanying remarks upon a aeries of hskulls, collected by me in the valley of Nepa, and forming part of the
general o%teological*collection made in the sub-Himalayas and d#
ed in the British Museum, are from the pen of the celebrated author of
the Phymcal History of Mankind. The novelty and the importance d
accurate ethnological research in India, together with the eminent qualifications of the commentator on these materials, will, I fancy, r e d l y
induce the Society to give a place in i t . Journal to Dr. Priehua's
observations, hereto subjoined. SymbhGn4th and Sankmlil are p h s
of interment or cremation in the valley of NepaZ and there the skulb
were procured : Dr. Prichard rightly conceived that the skull No. 8 is r
typical Tibetan, and the skull No. 4, a normal Ndbr, one ; and it ir
very eatisfactory to me to find thii gentleman's eetimate of the ph+
eal character of these rsces es deduced from the crania so perfectly
correspondent with that deduced by myself from the living mbjeds.
I am, Gentlemen, &.

B. EX. HODGSOM.
Da~eeling,Noamber, 1848.

* A recent letter from Mr. Gray, the Curator of the Britiah M-m,
rcquaints me that this collection, the tint of the sort ever deposited them, lua p m ~ .
ed the nnclesn of nn osteologid collection in the great national Institute of Eqland, which already rivals that of any Mumam in the world, awe the Frmeh one, n
the dningle department of Fishen.

